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As we shall see in Parts Two, Three, and Four, many of the failures of develop-
ment policies have occurred precisely because these noneconomic variables (e.g.,
the role of traditional property rights in allocating resources and distributing in-
come or the influence of religion on attitudes toward modernization and family
planning) r,vere excluded from the analysis. Although the main focus of this book is
on development economics and its usefulness in understanding problems of eco-
nomic and social progress in poor nations, we will try always to be mindful of the
crucial roles that values, attitudes, and institutions, both domestic and interna-
tional, play in the overall development process.

1 " "" " ""'...

, What Do We Mean by Development?

Because the term deuelopmen, may mean different things to different peo.ple, it is
important at the outset that we have some working definition or core perspective
on its meaning. without such a perspective and some agreed on measurement
criteria, we would be unable to determine which country was actually developing
and which was .not. This will be our task for the remainder of the chapter ,.ra roi
our first c ,ountry case study, Brazil, at the end of the chapter.

. Traditional Economic Measures

In strictly economic terms, development has traditionally meant the capacity of a
national economy, whose initial economic condition has been more or less static
for a long time, to generate and sustain an annual increase in its gross national
product (GNP) at rates of perhaps 5To to 7vo or more. (A measure similar to GNB
knonm as the gross domestic product, ar GDP, is also used. The difference between
GNP and GDP will be explained in Chapter 2.) A common alternative economic in-
dex of development has been the use of rates of growth of income per capita or per

-gapita GNP to take into account the ability of a nation ro expand its output at a rate
faster than the growth rate of its population. Levels and rates of growth of ,,real,' per
capita GNF (monetary growth of GNP per capita minus the rate of inflation) ire
normally used to nleasure the overall economic well-being of a population-how
much of reai goods and services is available to the average citizen for consumption
and investment.

Economic development in the past has also been typically seen in terms of the
planned alteration of the structure of production and employment so that
agriculture's share of both declines and that of the manufacturing and service in-
dustries increases. Development strategies have therefore usually focused on rapid
industrialization, often at the expense of agriculture and rural der.elopment. Fi-
nally, these principal economic measures of development have often been supple-
mented by casual reference to noneconomic social indicators: gains in litericv,
schooling, health conditions and services, and provision of housing, for ilstance. -\
description of the united Nations' important Human Development Inder is gir-en
in Chapter 2.
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On the whole, therefore, prior to the 1970s at least, development was nearly al-
ways seen as an economic phenomenon in which rapid gains in overall and per
capita GNP growth would either "trickle doltryr" to the masses in the form of jobs
and other economic opportunities or create the necessary conditions for the wider
distribution of the economic and social benefits of growth. Problems of poverty,
discrimination, unemployment, and income distribution were of secondary im-
portance to "getting the growth job done."

The New Economic View of Development

The experience of the 1950s and 1960s, when many developing nations did realize
their economic growth-targets but the levels of living of the masses of people re-
mained for the most part unchanged, signaled that something was very wrong with
this narrow definition of development. An increasing number of economists and
policymakers clamored for the "dethronement of GNP" and the elevation of direct
attacks on widespread absolute poverry increasingly inequitable income distribu-
tions, and iising unemployrnent. In short, during the 1970s, economic develop-
ment came to be redefined in terms of the reduction or elimination of poverry
inequaliry and unemployment r,r,ithin the context of a growing economy. "Redistri-
bution from growth" became a common slogan. Dudley Seers posed the basic
question about the meaning of development succinctlywhen he asserted:

The questions to ask about a country's development are therefore: What has been
happening to por,'erty?What has been happening to unemployment?lVhat has been hap-
pening to inequality? If all three of these have declined from high levels, then beyond
doubt this has been a period of development for the country concerned. If one or two of
these central problems have been growing worse, especially if ali three have, it would be
strange to call the result "development" even if per capita income doubled.6

This assertion was neither idle speculation nor the description of a hypothetical
situation. A number of developing countries experienced relatively high rates of
growth of per capita income during the 1960s and 1970s but showed little or no im-
provement or even an actual decline in employment, equaliry and the real in-
comes of the bottom 40To of their populations. By the earlier growth definition,
these countries were developing; by the newer poverry equaliry and employment
criteria, they were not. The situation in the 1980s and 1990s worsened further as
GNP growth rates turned negative for many LDCs, and governments, facing
mounting foreign-debt problems, were forced to cut back on their already limited
social and economic programs. Nor can we count on high rates of growth in the de-
veloped world to trickle dor,rm to the poor in developing countries. In the lggOs
rv1-ri1e the United States, the United Kingdom, and other high-income countries en-
ior.ed a strong economic boom, average incomes declined in sub-Saharan Africa,
and the numberlivingintheregioninextremepoverty(atlessthan$I perdav) rose
bv some 50 million people.

But the phenomenon of development or the existence of a chronic state of un-
derdevelopnrent is not merely a question of economics or even one of quantitative
measurement of incomes, emplol.rnent, and inequality. Underdevelopment is a
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real fact of life for more than 3 billion people in the world-a state of mind as much
as a state of national poverty. As Denis Goulet has so forcefully portrayed it:

Underdevelopment is shocking: the squalor, disease, unnecessary deaths, and hopeless-
ness of it alll No man understands if underdevelopment remains for him a mere statistic
reflecting low income, poor housing, premature mortality or underemplo).rynent. The
most empathetic observer can speak objectively about underdevelopment only after un-
dergoing, personally or vicariously, the "shock of underdevelopment." This unique cul-
ture shock comes to one as he is initiated to the emotions which prevail in the "culture of
poverty." The reverse shock is felt by those living in destitution when a new self-
understanding reveals to them that their life is neither human nor inevitable. . . . The
prevalent emotion of underdevelopment is a sense oi personal and societal impotence in
the face of disease and death, of confusion and ignorance as one gropes to understand
change, of servility toward men whose decisions govern the course of events, of hopeless-
ness before hunger and natural catastrophe. Chronic poverty is a cruel kind ofhell, and
one cannot understand how cruel that hell is rnerely by gazing upon poverty as an object.;

TheWorld Bank, which during the 1980s championed economic growth as the goal
of development, joined the chorus of observers taking a broader perspective when,
in its l99I World Deuelopment Reporr, it asserted:

The challenge of development . . . is to improve the quality of life. Especially in the
world's poor countries, a better quality of life generally calls for higher incomes-but it in-
volves much more. It encompasses as ends in themselves better education, higher stan-
dards of health and nutrition, less poverry a cleaner environment, more equality of
opportunity, greater individual freedom, and a richer cultural life.8

Deuelopment must therefore be conceiued of as a multidimensional process

involving major changes in social structures, popular attitudes, and national
institutions, as well as the acceleration of economic growth, the reduction of in-
equality, and the eradication of poverty. Development, in its essence, must repre-
sent the rvhole gamut of change by which an entire social system, tuned to the di-
verse basic needs and desires of individuals and social groups within that system,
moves away from a condition of life widely perceived as unsatisfactory toward a sit-
uation or condition of life regarded as materially and spiritually better. No one has
identified the human goals of economic development as well as Amartya Sen, per-
haps the leading thinker on the meaning of development.

L sen's "Capabilities" Approach -j
The view that income and wealth are not ends in themselves but instruments fbr
other purposes goes back at least as far as Aristotle. Amartva Sen, the 1998 Nobel
iaureate in economics, argues that the "capability to function" is what really rnat-
ters fcrr status as a poor or nonpoor person.'As Sen put it, "Economic growth can-
not be sensibly treated as an end in itself. Development has to be more concerned
wi,th enhancing the lives we lead and the freedoms we enjoy."

1*}t "ff"qS"n 
argues tht poverry cannot be properiy measured_by income ol

"lr"l 
bI utility ar conventionally urliierstood; what matters is not the thingsa per-

son has-or-the feelings these provide-5ut whaTa-persofir-s, ortan bEanildoes,
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oJ:g (lg}Vhat matters for well-being is not just the characteristics of commodi-
ties consirmed, as in the utility approach, but what use the consumer can a1d does
make of commodities. For example, a book is of little 'ualue to an illiterate person
(except perhaps as cooking fuel or as a status symbol). or as sen noted, u pu.ro.,
with parasitic diseases will be less qble to extract nourishment from a given quan-
tity of food than will someone lrritho-u-t parasites. Sen's approach is valid for more
ddveloped countries as well. For example, most of the things one could do with the
personal computer one buys are ne\rer understood or even known, Iet alone ever
used, by anyone other than specialists. of course, sometimes people want more
"features" just in case they might rvant to use them. But if we exclude items of this
kind, a computer with unused characteristics is no better than one without these
characteristics.

The point is that to make anv sense of the concept of human well_being in general,
and poverty in particular, we need to think beyond the availability of commodities and
consider their use: to address what Sen calls functionings, that is, what a person does
with the commodities of given characteristics that they come to possess or control (or
can do with them). Freedom of choice, or control of one's o*rrlife, is itself a central
aspect of most understandings of well-being. As Sen explains,

The concept of "functionings" . . . reflecis the various things a person may value doing or
being. The valued functionings may vary from elementary ones, sucli as being alde-
quately nourished and being free from avoidable disease, to very complex activiiies or
personal states, stlch as being able to take part in the life of the community and having
self-respect.10

Sen identifies five sources of disparity between (measured) real incomes and ac-
tual advantagesr r: first, personal heterogeneities, such as those connected with clis-
ability, illness, age, or gender; seconcl, environmental diversities, such as heating
and clothing requirements in the cold, infectious diseases in the tropics, or the iml
pact of pollution; third, variations in social climate, such as the prevalence of crime
and vioience, and "social capital"; fourth, differences in relational perspectives,
meaning that

the commodity requirements of established patterns of behavior may vary between com-
munities, depending on conventions and customs. For example, being relatively poor in a
rich community can prevent a person from achieving some elementary "funciionings,,
(such as taking part in the life of the community) even though her income, in absolute
terms, may be much higher than the level of income at which members of poorer commu-
nities can function with great ease and success. For example, to be able to ;,appear in pub-
lic without shame" may require higher standards of clothing and other vlsibG consump-
tion in a richer society than in a poorer one . . .

In a richer society, the ability to partake in communitylife would be extremely diffi-
cult r'r-ithout certain commodities, such as a telephone, a television, or an automo_
bile; it is increasingly difficult to function socially in Singapore or South Korea with-
out an e-mail address. Fifth, distribution within the family: Economic statistics
measure incomes received in a family, because it is the basic unit of shared con-
sumption, but family resources may be distributed unevenly, for example, when
giris get less medical attention or education than do boys.
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Thus, looking at even real (purchasing power parity adjusted) income levels, or
even the levels of consumption of specific commodities, cannot suffice as a meas-
ure of weil-being. One mayhave a lot of commodities, but these are of littie value il
they are not what consumers desire (as in the tbrmer Soviet Union). One may har,e
income, but certain commodities essential for u'ell-being, such as nutritious
foods, may be unavailable. Even when providing an equal number of calories, the
available staple foods in one country (casava, bread, rice, cornmeal, potatoes,
etc.) will differ in nutritional content from stapie foods in other countries. More-
over, even some subvarieties ol for example, rice, are much more nutritious than
others. Finally, even when comparing absolutely identical commodities, one has
to frame their consumption in a personal and social context. Sen provides an ex-
cellent example:

Consider a commodity such as bread. It has many characteristics, of which yielding nutri-
tion is one. This can-often with advantage-be split into different rypes of nutrition, re-
lated to calories, protein, etc. In addition to nutrition-giving characteristics, bread pos-
sesses other characteristics as well, e.g., helpirig get-togethers over food and drinks,
meeting the demands of social conventions or festivities. For a given person at a particu-
lar point in time, having more bread increases, up to a point, the person's ability to func-
tion in these ways. . . . But in comparing the functionings of two different persons, we do
not get enougir infbrmation by looking merely at the amounts of bread (and similar
goods) enjoyed by the two persons respectively. The conversion of commodity-charac-
teristics into personal achievements of functionings depends on a variety of factors-per-
sorra\and,sscia\. \rr(e case otrru\titrorra\ae.\ie\enrerrts it(eperrds on sr-rc\rliartsrs as (\
metabolic rates, (2) body size, (3) age, (4) sex (and, if a woman, whettrer pregnant or lac-
tating), (5) activiry levels, (6) medical conditions (including the absence or presence of
parasites), (7) access to medical services and the ability to use them, (B) nutritional
knowledge and education, and (9) climactic conditions. . . .12

In part because such factors, even on so basic a matter as nutrition, can vary so

widely across individuals, measuring individual well-being across people by levels

of consumption of goods alld services obtained confuses the role of commodities
by regarding them as ends in themselves rather than as means to an end. In the
case of nutrition, the end is health, and what one can do with good health, as well
as personal enjoyment and social functioning. But measuring well-being using the
concept of utility, in any of its standard definitions, does not offer enough of an im-
provement over measuring consumption in seeking to really capture the meaning
of development.r:r

As Sen stresses, a person's own valuation of what kind of life would be worth-
while is not necessarily the same as what gives pleasure to that person. If we
identify utility with happiness, then very poor people can have very high utility.
Sometimes even malnourished people either have a disposition that keeps them
feeling very happy and satisfied or have learned to appreciate greatly any small
comforts they can find in life, such as a single breeze on a very hot day, and to
avoid disappointment by striving only for what seems attainable. (lndeed it is

only too human to tell yourself that you do not want the things you cannol hare
If there is really nothing to be done about a person's deprivation, this attitr,rclt oi
subjective bliss would have undoubted advantages in a spiritual sense, r',ti l
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